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2023 RECAP
2023 was again a successful
year for BRUNNER in many
respects. From the development
of the NOVASIM MR F-35 to the
launch of the new online shop
and several product launches
implemented by a wonderful
team. We would like to thank all
our partners, customers and last
but not least our great team.

NOVASIM MR | F-35
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The NOVASIM MR F-35. This unclassified full motion F-35 MR
Simulator sets a new standard for professional Part Task and
mission training. From air-to-air refueling, formation flying to
cockpit familiarization and hypoxia training the NOVASIM MR F-
35 Simulator offers various training scenarios. 
To reach training perfection BRUNNER has resembled a proper
F-35 replica cockpit, BRUNNER control loading devices and  the
Aechalon IG on the well known NOVASIM platform. In a Mixed
Reality trainer, the authenticity of the replica cockpit is
essential.
The NOVASIM MR F-35 Simulator boasts extensively tuned
flight physics models and BRUNNER control loadings, creating a
comprehensive package. Reach new heights in fighter Jet pilot
training with the BRUNNER NOVASIM MR F-35.

READ MORE 

https://brunner-simulation.swiss/mrf35
https://brunner-simulation.swiss/mrf35
https://brunner-simulation.swiss/mrf35
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As an element of our Control Loading System portfolio, our dual
seat CLS-P B737 Yoke/Control Column solution integrates
perfectly into many new or existing FNPT and FTD cockpit
environments. A compact and sophisticated product design
provides Boeing 737 style controls and create training solutions
which provide optimum training value. Additionally, the B737
components are all designed to simulate and represent various
functions like autopilot and trim and allows for easy and fast
installation and setup.

CLS-P B737 SETUP 

The BRUNNER Flight Instrument Pro is adaptable to a full range
of instrument formats and functions. The flight instrument pro
electronic display lets you keep the classic look of your panel
while upgrading with modern, glass touchscreen display
technology.  A large amount of instruments are already
integrated, updates or adding new instruments is simple. The
installation is straightforward and communication works over
stable ethernet protocol.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENT PRO

DOWNLOAD FACTSHEET

DOWNLOAD FACTSHEET

https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/cls-p-b737/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/cls-p-b737/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/flight-instrument-pro/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/flight-instrument-pro/
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The BRUNNER CLS-B Active Force Feedback Rudder meets the
highest demands in professional and semi-professional flight
simulation. The integrated proportional Toe brakes allow as well
realistic aircraft simulation. Our CLS-B Rudder provides
excellent quality, high fidelity and unique durability. It is
unmatched in its class. A sophisticated product design and a
realistic simulation of flight effects like engine vibration, ground
turbulence, real trim, autopilot and many more create training
scenarios which provide optimal training value.

CLS-B RUDDER PEDALS

As official value added reseller for Varjo HMDs since many
years, BRUNNER is happy to announce Varjo introducing the XR-
4 series, which provides gaze-directed, high-resolution
autofocus cameras in mixed reality.
Going far beyond consumer-grade headsets that only cater to
2D productivity use cases, Varjo’s 4th generation headsets are
designed to deliver deeply immersive VR/XR experiences for
industrial customers who require top visual fidelity and
performance. Order your own high def. XR-4 HMD now!

VARJO XR 4 AVAILABLE NOW

DOWNLOAD FACTSHEET

ORDER NOW

https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/cls-b-rudder-with-toe-brakes/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/cls-b-rudder-with-toe-brakes/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/varjo-xr-4/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/product/varjo-xr-4/


As the environment is very important to us, we are committed to
using our resources sparingly and sensibly every day. A big step
in this direction is the extended PV system that has been
installed on the BRUNNER company building. 

The BRUNNER PV has a remarkable capacity, generating a
substantial amount of electricity to power the various industrial
operations within the building. By embracing renewable energy,
BRUNNER sets an example for sustainability and showcases the
potential for businesses to operate responsibly and
environmentally. So far this year, more than 2/3 of the total
energy that BRUNNER requires to operate has been obtained
from solar energy.
On a sunny day the BRUNNER PV produces up to 260kWh a day.
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NEW SHOP !
In July we were able to launch
our new online shop, which
provides simplified access to
BRUNNER products for both
private user and professional  
customers. We have also
integrated more currencies (USD
& CHF), more payment methods,
product categories and simpler
ordering processes. 

BRUNNER GOES GREENER
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READ MORE 

https://shop.brunner-simulation.ch/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/photovoltaic/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/photovoltaic/
https://www.brunner-innovation.swiss/photovoltaic/
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Time is running - and so is
technology! That's why
BRUNNER 2023 has decided to
start an Instagram channel as
well. Follow us for more exciting
news!
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BRUNNER INSIDE

BRUNNER doesn't just travel
for business - we took a trip to
Italian-speaking Switzerland
with the whole team, where
we took in the beautiful
scenery, enjoyed a delicious
meal and of course some
drinks! 

As a BRUNNER family, we
always spend the end of the
year with a cozy, classic Swiss
dinner such as Fondue or
Raclette, which involves a lot
of cheese and chocolate. 

Highlights 2024

ITEC London:
09.-11. Apr 2024

I/ITSEC Orlando:
02.-06. Dec 2024

https://www.instagram.com/brunner_simulation/
https://www.facebook.com/brunnerelektronik
https://www.linkedin.com/company/10916991/


For all kind of technical questions, please contact our
Helpdesk or create a Ticket.

SUPPORT@BRUNNER-INNOVATION.SWISS

For all kind of product questions or quotations, please
contact our Sales Team or visit our Shop.

SALES@BRUNNER-INNOVATION.SWISS
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CONTACT

We also have many exciting projects planned for 2024.
On one hand, we will be launching the new, updated
CLS-E MK II Joystick as well as different versions of
CLS-P Collective levers. On the other hand, we will be
taking the new NOVASIM MR F-35 to various
exhibitions and are looking forward to other new &
interesting challenges of this year. 

OUTLOOK 2024

HELPDESK

SALES

BRUNNER
Elektronik AG

Industriestrasse 27
8335 Hittnau

+41 (0)44 953 10 10

mailto:support@brunner-innovation.swiss
https://helpdesk.brunner-innovation.ch/
mailto:sales@brunner-innovation.swiss
https://shop.brunner-simulation.ch/
https://maps.app.goo.gl/JPBz6ukgx3FY8Fxn9
https://maps.app.goo.gl/JPBz6ukgx3FY8Fxn9

